DOUBLE GIRDER, MEDIUM, 2 PART DOUBLE
Hoist type:
SX5 022...D0

Motor P5 P6 P7 A5 S5 S7
MOT (mm) 578 578 618 498 606 757
Weight (kg) 58 85 105 45 53 81

Load Class
(kg) Fem/ISO
4000 3m/M6
5000 2m/M5

Note:
R is standard gauge, minimum gauge with second brake or service platform
Primary brake is mounted on gearcase for drum lengths H and J
Standard rail gauge increments: 1400, 1700, 2000, and 2400 mm
Approx. Weight calculated with P5 motor.

Headroom - C dimension
Standard 641 mm
with HS22 Hook operated limit switch 691 mm